
[អ#កស&' ស៖ *យ តុ.- អ#កផ1ល់បទស&' សន៍៖ េគ:យ រ<= ]  
[Interviewer: Tola Say. Interviewee: Koeuy Reatha]  
  
[00:00]  
 

ជU&បសួរ! ខY Z ំ\ទេ]̂ះ េគ:យ រ<= ។ េ]̂ះេUaរបស់ខY Z ំគឺ «គន់» 
ែដលgកូនរបស់េ.កi េគ:យ។ េ]̂ះេពញរបស់ឪពុកខY Z ំគឺ ម៉ុង េគ:យ។ 
ខY Z ំគឺgUក pមUគq*ររបស់អ#កេធs :អងt uចេwកx Zងេខត1េសyមzប។ 
េ<យ*រែត&នអង{|រមកពីចUកភពអង់េគ�ស\នប�� ញនូវរបូ�ពអងt uចមួយ
ែដល&នរបូzងែបបេនះដល់�ងUក pមUគq*រខY Z ំ។ 
�ត់\នU*វUgវរកអ#កេធs :អងt uចេនះ។  
Hello! My name is Koeuy Reatha. My nickname is Kun, and I’m a son of Ta 
Koeuy. My father’s full name is Mong Koeuy. I am a son of an Angkuoch-
maker family based in Siem Reap province. A research team from an 
organisation, the British Museum, showed my family a picture of an Angkuoch. 
They are looking for the maker of this Angkuoch.  

 
[00:39]  
 

iមរយៈរបូ�ពអងt uចេនះ ខY Z ំសន# ិ<= ន��gអងt uចរបស់ឪពុកខY Z ំ 
េ<យ*រលក�ណៈៃនអងt uចេនះ ដូចនឹងzងអងt uចែដលឪពុកខY Z ំេធs :�  ល់ៃដ។ 
អងt uចែដលខY Z ំេធs :សពsៃថ¢េនះ &នសិស£gេUច:ន\នមកេរyនពីឪពុកខY Z ំ។ 
ពួក�ត់េរyនេធs :អងt uចែដល&នលក�ណៈែបបេនះ 
គឺអងt uចែដល&នក¤លzងមូល�ងេល:។ សU&ប់រ�s ស់�ងេល:េនះ 
ឪពុកខY Z ំ¥� ប់បេUង¦នឱ¨ខY Z ំ�ស់�# តៃដ។  
From this picture, I assume that the instrument is made by my father because 
the appearance of this Angkuoch is the same as my father’s Angkuoch. The 
type of Angkuoch that I make, there were many people who came to learn 
how to make that type of Angkuoch from my father. They learned to make the 
Angkuoch with this shape, in which the head of Angkuoch is round. For the 
measurement right here, my father told me to measure that with my fingers, 
like this [demonstrates].  
 

[01:20]  
 

េហ:យេwក1 លេនះ ពួកេយ:ងេUប:¥# ប់ៃដបន1។ េពលខ�ះបី¥# ប់ៃដ 
ឬពីរ¥# ប់ៃដកន�ះ។ ប៉ុែន1អs ីែដលឪពុកខY Z ំ¥� ប់េធs :ពីមុន 
�ត់ចូលចិត1េធs :ែផ#កក1 លេនះែវង។ ែវងgងពួកខY Z ំេធs :សពsៃថ¢បន1 ិច! gក់ែស1 ង 
ឪពុកខY Z ំចូលចិត1េធs :ែបបហ# ឹង។ ប៉ុែន1 េU|យមក ពួកខY Z ំចូលចិត1េធs :រេបyបេនះ។ 
�zងខ� ីgង និងតូចgងរបស់ឪពុកខY Z ំបន1 ិច។  
 
And for this middle part, we still measure the length with the span of our 
fingers – stretching between the thumb and third finger or between thumb 
and half of the third finger. But my father liked to make this middle part a bit 
longer, a bit longer than we do these days. Actually, my father liked to make it 
long like this. But later on, we prefer to make it like this [indicates instrument 
in hand]. It is shorter and smaller than my father’s.  

 
[01:49]  
 

េ<យ*រអ#កUគ±(សំេ³ដល់ ស.ត) \នU\ប់� 
អងt uចេនះUត±វ\នទុកកx Zង*រៈមន  ីរៃនចUកភពអង់េគ�ស ខY Z ំពិនិត¨េហ:យពិនិត¨េទyត 
េហ:យខY Z ំេwែតសន# ិ<= ន�gអងt uចរបស់ឪពុកខY Z ំ។ ពីេUµះម៉ូដេនះ 



|លពីេដ:មឪពុកខY Z ំ\នពន¨ល់U\ប់� ជីiខY Z ំែដលgអ#កេធs : 
េ<យេwែផ#កក1 លៃនអងt uចគឺ�&នេ<ះមួយែដល&នzងែបបេនះ។ េនះេ¶� 
«េ<ះអងt uច»។  
Because you [Tola] told me that this instrument has been kept in the British 
Museum, I have checked again and again, and I still believe that it is made by 
my father, because of the style. My father told me earlier that my grandpa had 
been an Angkuoch maker too. However, in the middle part of this Angkuoch 
[in my hand], it has a ‘breast’ like this. This is the ‘Angkuoch’s breast’. 

 
[02:23]  

 
|លពីមុន |លពីែដលេ.កiខY Z ំេធs : ពុកខY Z ំ� �ត់មិនេធs :េ<ះែបបេនះេទ។ 
�ត់បេង̧:តេ<ះេនះiមេU|យ។ េហ:យអងt uចែដល&នលក�ណៈែបបេនះ 
�ត់gអ#កេធs :េ<យៃដ�  ល់ េហ:យ�ត់\នបេUង¦នខY Z ំ បងUប pសខY Z ំ 
និងប¹ ºនUប pសខY Z ំចំនួនពីរ»ក់។ សរុបេ¼ Uក pមUគq*រខY Z ំេចះេធs :បួន»ក់។ 
េហ:យពួក&៉ករបស់ខY Z ំក៏\នេរyនពីឪពុករបស់ខY Z ែំដរ។ ពូជី 
និងមនុស£បួន»ក់េទyតមកពីUសះUសង់ែដលខY Z ំមិន\ន¾ំេ]̂ះអស់មកេរyនពីឪពុ
កខY Z ំ។ �ត់\នរក¿ម៉ូដេនះ េ<យែកែUបតិចតួចប៉ុេÀ ះ។  
 My father told me that my grandpa did not make it like this, when he made 
Angkuoch. My father later invented this breast. He taught me, my older 
brother and my two younger brothers to make it too. In total, there are four in 
my family who make Angkuoch. My friend also learned from my father. Uncle 
Chi [Krak Chi] and other other four people whose names I forget also came to 
learn from my father. They followed my father’s style, just slightly changed it.  

 
[03:03]  
 

េហ:យេw�ងឃំុខY Z ំេនះ េwឃំុUពះ<ក់ &នអ#កេរyនេផ£ងេទyតដូចg៖ េមi1 ក់ 
និងអន  ិតកុក។ ពួក�ត់ក៏\នេរyនពីឪពុកខY Z ំែដរ ប៉ុែន1 េពលែដល�ត់េធs : 
�ត់ៃច#ម៉ូដេផ£ងៗពីេនះបន1 ិច។ េ<យពិនិត¨ និងេÆងiមរបូ�ពអងt uច 
ខY Z ំU\កដ� អងt uចេនះgអងt uចរបស់ឪពុកខY Z ំ។ ែដលកន�ងមកខY Z ំមិនដឹង� 
ជនបរេទសរបូេទែដលយក�េ¼<ក់េwចUកភពអង់េគ�ស។ ពីេUµះ� អងt uច 
ទំហំអងt uច និងម៉ូដរបស់អងt uចេនះ ខY Z ំេម:លេ¼ 
�gUបេភទែដលឪពុកខY Z ំេUច:នេធs :gUប¾ំ។េ<យ*រឪពុកខY Z ំេចះេធs :អងt uចiំងពីេព
លែដល�ត់េចះ|ន់Uកបិត។ េហ:យពួកខY Z ំក៏េចះបន1មករហូត។ ែតបចÇ ZបÈន#  
ខY Z ំមិនសូវ\នេធs : េ<យ*រខY Z ំ&ន|រ�រេធs :េផ£ង 
ប៉ុែន1ខY Z ំÉចេធs :\នមួយរយ�គរយ។ ឱ¨ែតចង់\នម៉ូដែបប 
ខY Z ំÉចេធs :\នiមតUម±វ|ររបស់េភÊ¦វ។  
And in this commune, Preah Dak commune, there were other people who 
came to learn too, such as Metak and Kok. They also learned from my father, 
however, they have invented quite a different style. By checking this picture, I 
am very sure that this Angkuoch was made by my father. But so far, I have not 
known any foreigner who took his Angkuoch to the British Museum. The 
Angkuoch’s shape and style is the style that my father always made because 
my father started to make Angkuoch from the time when he could hold a 
knife. Then later we continued to learn from him. But now, I do not have so 
much time to make Angkuoch because I have other work to do. However, I can 
still make them a hundred percent. Whatever style the customer wants, I can 
make it.  

 
[04:03]  
 



អម¤ញ់មិញ បង\នU\ប់ពីទំហំែបបេនះ។ អÏÐ ឹង ខY Z ំចង់ឱ¨បងជួយបÑÒ ក់� 
េត:|លពីឪពុកបងេធs : េត:�ត់េធs :Uបែវងប៉ុ»̂ន? ប៉ុេណÀ ះ? 
ខY Z ំចង់ដងឹ�&នUបែវងប៉ុ»̂នឱ¨U\កដ?  
Just before, you referred to the length of this [indicates top carved section of the 
Angkuoch]. Could you please tell me how long did your father make it? I want to 
know how long it is specifically.  
 

gUប¾ំ ឪពុកខY Z ំែតង<ក់ៃដែបបេនះេwេល:ក េហ:យ�ត់េUច:នេUប:ៃដបី¥# ប់។ 
ចំែណកេwេល:តួអ1 ត និងUកប �ត់េUច:នេUប:បី¥# ប់ និងែថមបន1 ិចេទyត។ 
iមទំហំៃដរបស់�ត់ �ត់ែថមបន1 ិចេទyត។ េហ:យgទូេ¼ ទំហំកែន�ងេនះ 
និងទំហំកែន�ងេនះ &នលក�ណៈUបÕក់Uបែហល�# ។  
Normally, my father always placed his hand like this on the neck of Angkuoch 
and he measured the width from his first to his third finger. As for the lamella 
and ‘cover’, he always used the width of his first three fingers and plus a bit 
more. To the width made by those fingers, he added a bit. And normally, the 
length here and here [indicates] is the same.  

 
[04:49] 
 

េប:iមពួកខY Z ំេធs :េU|យ ពួកខY Z ំេUច:នេធs :កែន�ងេនះខ� ី។ 
េប:និÆយពីUបែវងពីកែន�ងេនះ មកកែន�ងេនះ ឪពុកខY Z េំUច:នេធs :�# ត�ឱ¨េស̂:�#  
ឬខុស�# តិចតួច។ ខY Z ំចង់និÆយពីកែន�ងេនះមកUតឹមេនះ និងពីកែន�ងេនះ 
មកដល់Uតឹមេនះ។ ឪពុកខY Z ំេUច:នេធs :លក�ណៈែបបហ# ឹង។  
But what we did later is make the part here a bit shorter [indicates]. If we are 
talking about the length from here to here [indicates], my father made it the 
same length or only slightly different. I want to clarify that that is from here to 
here. My father always did it like that.  

 
[05:09]  
 

េហ:យលក�ណៈអងt uច�ត់េធs :មØ៉ងេទyត ខY Z ំែតងចំលំក� ័ណរបស់�ត់ 
េប:&នgប់�# ងំUតង់កែន�ងកនÚ Zយតិចៗ �គេUច:ន�gអងt uចែដល�ត់ែតងែតេធs : 
េUµះ�ត់� េប:ទុក�# ងំេ»ះ អងt uចÉចេw&ំលÛ ។ 
�ត់សុខចិត1ចំយេពលបិតយូរ។ េពលខ�ះ �ត់ក៏េធs :មិន\នែដរ 
េ<យ*រ�ÉUស័យiម�# ងំឬស£ីែវង ឬខ� ី។  
And another remark on something I have noticed is that if there was a 
bamboo internode [between two nodes], he [my father] liked to use that part 
for the tail of the Angkuoch because he said if we keep that internode of the 
bamboo, an Angkuoch can last for a long time. He was willing to spend a 
longer time to carve it then. He could not make all Angkuoch with an 
internode, because not every piece of bamboo had an internode. 

 
[05:33]  
 

សU&ប់អងt uចេនះ ខY Z ំេម:លេ¼Uបែវងែដលអ#កUគ±U\ប់ េ<យ*រខY Z ំមិន\នេឃ:ញ�  ល់ 
ខY Z ំេម:លេ¼Uបែវងរបស់� ខY Z ំគិត��U\កដg�# តរបស់�ត់។ េUµះកន�ងមក 
�ត់ចូលចិត1ែថមបន1 ិចUតង់កែន�ងេនះ និងកែន�ងេនះ។ េប:េម:លេ¼zងរបស់�វ Üញ 
ខY Z ំÉចÝញសន# ិ<= ន\ន
េ<យ*រែតកូនសិស£ែដលមកេរyនពី�ត់ែតងែតេធs :zងរេបyបេនះរហូត។ 
េហ:យអ#កក៏ដឹងែដរ� ឪពុកខY Z ំេធs :អងt uចេwេសyមzប។ េwេខត1េសyមzប 
អ#កក៏ដឹងែដរ។ ចំេµះអ#កេផ£ងែដលខY Z ំេធs :ម៉ូដេផ£ងៗេទyត 
Uគq*រខY Z ំមិនសូវ\នេធs :េទ។ ដូចអ#កUគ±\នប�� ញខY Z ំនូវម៉ូដេផ£ងៗេ»ះ  



Uគq*រខY Z ំេធs :តិចតួចប៉ុេÀ ះ។ ពួកេយ:ងេធs :េពលែដលេគUត±វ|រ។ េប:េធs :gUប¾ំ 
ពួកខY Z ំេធs :ម៉ូដេនះ។  
As for this Angkuoch [indicates the British Museum instrument], since you 
have told me about the length, I am sure that is the length my father used, 
although I cannot see this Angkuoch directly. Looking at this shape, I make an 
assumption, because his students always make Angkuoch like this. Everyone in 
Siem Reap knows that my father was Angkuoch maker. Everyone from Siem 
Reap knows. You have shown me other Angkuoch types; my father did not 
make many of those. We did those just when there were orders. As for the 
usual making, we always made this type.  

 
[06:18]  
 
មួយេទyតខY Z ំចង់ឱ¨បងU\ប់អំពី...េ<យ*របងេទ:បែតU\ប់� 
ឪពុកបងេធs :ឱ¨&នេ<ះពីេល:អងt uច។ ចុះពីមុន េត:េគេធs :អងt uចែបប?  
Another thing I want to ask is … You just told me that your father liked to make 
Angkuoch with the breast. How did people make the instrument before?  
 

អងt uចមួយUបេភទេទyត  ឪពុកខY Z ំU\ប់� |លពីេពលែដលiខY Z ំេធs : 
េwេល:អ1 តអងt uចេនះ �ត់មិន<ក់ឬស£ីទុកែបបេនះេទ។ �ត់ចិតអស់។ 
ចិតេឡ:ងេស̂:! ប៉ុែន1�ត់បិតUកមួនឃæ Z ំជំនួសវ Üញ។ ឬេពលខ�ះ �ត់មិនបិតេទ។ 
ប៉ុែន1 េU|យមក ឪពុកខY Z ំ� �ត់ៃច#េ<ះេនះេ<យខç uនឯង។ 
េពលែដល�ត់*កលÈងេធs :ែបបេនះ អងt uចេwែតលឺ។ �ត់មិនែមនៃច#ឥឡ± វេទ។ 
�ត់\នៃច#យូរេហ:យ។ េពលែដល�ត់*� ប់ �ត់&នÉយុ៧៨ì# ំ។ អÏÐ ឹង 
�ត់Uបែហលgេក:តកx Zងអំឡp ងì# ំ១៩៣០gង។ Ýក់ទងនឹងក¤ល 
�ត់ែតងែតបេUង¦នពួកខY Z ំឱ¨ចិតែបបេនះ។ រេបyបៃន|រចិតក¤លេនះ 
ខY Z ំមិនេចះែតចិតiមចិត1\នេ»ះេទ។ ខY Z ំUត±វចិត�ឱ¨សមgមួយអ1 ត 
ដូចេនះ�Éចលឺសេម�ងេពលែដលរ.ស់េ¼។ េប:ចិតមិនUត±វgមួយអ1 ត…  
Another type of Angkuoch - my father told me that when my grandpa made 
Angkuoch, he did not carve the bamboo like this. He carved until it became 
flat. Carving until it became flat! And so he used beeswax instead [to make the 
‘breast’]. Sometimes he did not put wax on. But later on, my father created the 
breast here by himself. When he first tried to make it [like this], he found the 
Angkuoch could still generate a sound. He did not create that recently. He 
created it a long time ago. When he passed away [in 2012], he was 78 years 
old. So he was probably born in around the 1930s. Relating to the head of the 
Angkuoch, he always instructed us to carve it like this. We couldn’t carve in 
whatever way we wanted. We had to make it fit with its lamella so then it can 
vibrate when we play. If it does not fit with lamella…  

 
[07:48]  
 

អងt uចេនះ េប:ចង់ឱ¨�លឺែមនែទន េពលែដលចិតក¤ល េយ:ងUត±វេ|សអ1 ត។ 
ចតិរចួេ|ស! Uបសិនេប:ក¤លេនះមិនសូវទនល់Û  េយ:ងUត±វេ|សអ1 តេនះ។ 
Uត±វសUមqលក¤ល! ជួន|ល ក¤លតូច ឬធំ េប:ែកសUមqលែតកែន�ងេនះ 
�នឹងមិនលឺសេម�ងែតម1ង។  
If we wanted the Angkuoch to have a loud sound, we carved its head, then we 
had to scrape the lamella. Carve and then scrape! If this head is not soft 
enough, we have to scrape its lamella. Revamp the head of the Angkuoch! 
Sometimes the head of the Angkuoch is small, so if we only work on it here, it 
will definitely not release a sound.  
 

[08:07]  



 
េប:េម:លពីទំហំ និងUបែវងរបស់អងt uចេនះ 
�គេUច:នឪពុកខY Z ំេធs :Uតង់អ1 តេនះែវងgងអs ីែដលពួកខY Z ំេធs :េពលបចÇ ZបÈន#។  
ពួកខY Z ំេធs :េពលបចÇ ZបÈន# េនះមិនសូវែវងេទ។ �ត់�គេUច:នេធs :ែវង 
េហ:យអ1 តែដល�ត់េធs :&នzងមូល។ អs ីែដលពុកខY Z ំេធs :ធំgងរបស់ខY Z ំបន1 ិច។ 
�មិនសូវតូចែបបេនះេទ (ដូចអងt uចែដល�ត់កំពុង|ន់)។ 
េនះgអs ីែដលពួក&៉កខY Z ំេធs :zល់ៃថ¢។ �gរបស់តូក។  
Considering the shape and length of this Angkuoch, my father mostly made a 
longer lamella than us. What we make is not so long. He mostly made it long 
and the shape of lamella was round. My father’s Angkuoch is a bit longer than 
mine. It is not small like this [indicates instrument he is holding]. This one is 
made by my friend. His name is Tok.  

  
[08:33]  
 
មួយេទyត!េត:បងគិត� ឪពុកបង¾ប់េផ1:មេធs :អងt uចiំងពីÉយុប៉ុ»̂ន? 
េហ:យអងt uចកx ZងរបូេនះUបែហលgÉយុប៉ុ»̂នេហ:យ? 
One more! How old do you think your father was when he started to make 
Angkuoch? And how old is the Angkuoch in this picture?  
 

េប:iម�ត់U\ប់ខY Z ំ �ត់� 
�ត់េចះេធs :អងt uចiំងពីេពលែដល�ត់េចះ|ន់|ំបិត។ &នន័យ� 
េពលែដល�ត់Éយុដប់ì# ំgង េហ:យ�ត់¾ប់េផ1:ម|ន់|ំបិត\ន 
�ត់ក៏¾ប់េផ1:មេធs :ែតម1ង។ េហ:យែដល�ត់េចះេធs :េនះ 
�ត់មិន\នេរyនពីអ#កេទ គឺ�ត់េរyនពីiរបស់ខY Z ំ។ iរបស់ខY Z ំេ]̂ះ មុង។ 
�ត់giរបស់ខY Z ំបេង̧:ត។ �ត់ែតងU\ប់ឪពុកខY Z ំ� ពុកខY Z ំUត±វេរyនឱ¨េចះ 
េUµះ�gរបស់េយ:ង។ �ត់ែតងែតU\ប់ែបបេនះ។  
Based on what he told me, he said that he started to make Angkuoch since the 
time when he could hold a knife. That means he started to make Angkuoch 
when he was about ten years old. He learned from no one but my grandpa. My 
grandpa’s name is Mong. He is my grandpa by blood. He always told my 
father he must learn to make Angkuoch because it is our instrument. He 
always said this.  

 
[09:16]  
 

Ýក់ទងនឹងÉយុ|លរបស់អងt uចេនះ េប:េម:លiមរបូ ខY Z ំមិនÝន់Õ៊នសន# ិ<= នេទ។ 
ប៉ុែន1  អងt uចេនះUបែហលgយូរេហ:យ។ �Éចេធs :មុនេពលែដលខY Z ំេក:ត។ 
អងt uចេនះ&នÉយុ|លមុនខY Z ំេក:ត។ េប:េម:លេ¼េល:*ច់អងt uច... េប:iមខY Z ំេម:ល 
ខY Z ំគិត�ឬស£ីែដលេធs :អងt uចេនះ&នលក�ណៈចំស់។ &នន័យ� 
�gUបេភទឬស£ី¾ស់។ េUµះខY Z ំែដលgអ#កេធs :*រេU|យ 
មិនសូវ\នេUប:ឬស£ី¾ស់េទ។ ឱ¨ែតឬស£ីល̂មÉចេធs :\ន ខY Z ំយកមកេធs :។ េប:ឪពុកខY Z ំ 
�ត់េUច:នUប|ន់យកឬស£ី¾ស់។ ឬស£ី¾ស់ឬថ̂ី ខY Z ំU�ន់ែតUកេឡកÉចដឹង។ 
ឬស£ីខ� ះមិនÉចេធs :លឺេទ។ ឬស£ី*ច់UតីមិនÉចេធs :លឺេទ។ U�ន់ែតពុះឬស£ី 
ខY Z ំÉចដឹង��Éចេធs :លឺឬអត់។ ខY Z ំÉចដឹង� អងt uចែដលេធs :ពីឬស£ីេ»ះនឹងលឺ។ 
ឬស£ី*ច់UតីÉចេធs :លឺែដរ ែត�លឺមិនសូវលÛ ។ �េចញសេម�ងមិនរ.ស់លÛ ។  
Regarding the age of Angkuoch, from what I see, I cannot make any 
assumption. But it is probably old. It was probably made before I was born. It is 
probably older than me. If I look at the ‘flesh’ of the Angkuoch, it looks very 
old. I mean that old bamboo was used to make this instrument. Because I am a 
later maker, I do not really use old bamboo. As long as it can be used, I use it. 
As for my father, he used only old bamboo. I can immediately tell whether an 
Angkuoch is made from old or fresh bamboo. I can tell by just listening to the 



sound of chopping. I can tell whether that Angkuoch could produce a sound. 
Bamboo with soft flesh can be used but it does not sound so good. It sound 
does not resonate well.  

 
[10:28]  
 

មួយចំណុចេទyតែដលខY Z ំចង់បÑÒ ក់បែនõម េwេល:អងt uចេនះ េប:�gរបស់ឪពុកខY Z ំ 
�ត់េUច:នែតUកឡឹងេwកែន�ងេនះ។ �ត់ែតងUកឡឹងមិនេល:សពីU\ំេទ។ 
�ត់ែតងែតបួនUតង់ពីរែផ#កេនះ។ េwកែន�ងេនះមួយ និងកែន�ងេនះមួយ! 
ខY Z ំចង់និÆយ� េwែកÈរអ1 តមួយ នងិកនÚ Zយេនះមួយ។ 
េហ:យ|រUកឡឹងរបស់�ត់ ឪពុកខY Z ំេUច:នUកឡឹងមុតេUö េហ:យUតង់*Û ត។ េពលខ�ះ 
�ត់ក៏មិន\នUកឡឹងែដរ។ េពលែដល�ត់េធs :េU|យមកេនះ �ត់ក៏Uកឡឹងែដរ។ 
រហូតមកដល់ពួកខY Z ំកU៏កឡឹងែដរ។ មួយេទyត �ត់ចូលចិត1ì� ក់របូអង{រកំពូលបី។ 
េប:ខY Z ំេម:លអងt uចេនះ �gអងt uច.តធម̂i។ �មិន&ន|រUកឡឹង។ 
អs ីែដលខY Z ំUត±វបែនõម&នែតប៉ុណÀ ឹង។  
Another point that I want to clarify is that, if this Angkuoch is made by my 
father… he liked to carve lines here. He liked to carve not more than five. He 
mostly made four lines here and four lines here. Here and here! I want to 
mention that this is next to lamella and tail. Also, his carved lines are deep and 
straight. Until now, we also carve lines. Also, he liked to draw Angkor Wat with 
three tops as his motif. But this Angkuoch seems empty. It does not have a 
motif. That is the thing I want to clarify.  

 
អរគុណ!  
Thank you!  
 
[11:37 - END]  
 


